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Introduction

For many voters, the past two years have brought a new awareness of profound, continuing injustices in American society. Among them is the civil rights crisis of mass incarceration. Even with recent reforms, more than two million Americans remain behind the bars of jails or prisons.1 Black men and women are imprisoned at roughly six times the rate of their white counterparts.2 The overuse of incarceration perpetuates economic and racial inequality, two issues at the top of the public concern.3

Going into the 2020 election, contenders for the Democratic nomination — and the Republican incumbent — must have a plan to meet these challenges, or risk being out of step with the American people.

This report delineates how that can be done, outlining policies that would slash America’s incarceration rate, put people back to work, and reduce racial disparities in the process, while keeping the country safe. These solutions can be a transformative piece of a presidential campaign and help define a new president’s legacy.

Some consensus for these changes already exists. Late last year, Congress ended years of deadlock over federal sentencing reform by passing the FIRST STEP Act, which will reduce some of the most extreme and unjust sentences in the federal criminal code.4 These changes will put families back together, make prison more humane, and help restore trust in law enforcement.5

But the bill also raises the bar for any candidates seeking the Oval Office. President Trump is already treating the act as a signature accomplishment, touting it among his top achievements in his State of the Union address.6 Candidates who are serious about combating racial and economic injustice — and want voters to know it — will have to think bigger.

Rather than focusing on individual reforms, candidates for the presidency should commit to tackling some of the most pervasive and damaging parts of our criminal justice system, including overly punitive sentences, bail practices that favor the rich, and drug policies that unfairly target people of color. These aren’t intractable problems, but they do call for sweeping changes, far more than what has been introduced to date. And enacting these in Washington can also spur more states to take action.

Incremental reforms will not make the history books. The time for bold action is now, and this report outlines precisely the type of transformative solutions that candidates can champion to define their campaign or cement their legacy.
Transformative Policy Solutions

1. End Imprisonment for Lower-Level Offenses

The next president should propose ending the use of prison entirely for lower-level offenses.

For too long, prison has been the default punishment for crime — even though the Brennan Center and others have demonstrated that the country’s sky-high incarceration rate has no appreciable effect on public safety. Over-incarceration is a mistake that our country and our communities can no longer afford. For one thing, prisons are extraordinarily expensive, costing more than $30,000 per year to incarcerate someone in a federal prison. Prisons also impose significant collateral costs on incarcerated people and communities, severing ties between people and their families, making it harder to return to a normal life after release, and traumatizing children in the process. And prisons take people away from jobs, hurting their ability to earn a living wage and perpetuating economic inequality. These factors contribute to the “criminogenic” effect of prison: By stripping away a person’s support systems, prison may actually make it more likely for someone to commit a new crime upon release.

Much of the work of reducing this overuse of incarceration will have to be done by the states. But the federal prison system is an ideal starting place for reform and can serve as a national example. Even with recent changes, the federal government locks up more people than any single state. Since 1986, the federal prison population has grown fourfold, and prisoners today spend more than twice as long behind bars. One might think that federal prison is reserved for serious offenders. But that’s not the case. In fact, around half of all federal prisoners are serving time for a drug crime, compared with just 15 percent over-punishment is rampant in the federal system. Four in ten people in prison are serving sentences that are far too long and can be safely shortened — even for more serious crimes. This over-punishment is rampant in the federal system. Four in ten people in prison are serving time under a mandatory minimum sentence. These penalties substantially limit judicial discretion, meaning judges lose the ability to tie the punishment to the crime and find themselves forced into imposing sentences that many believe are unjust.

Reducing incarceration should be the top priority for any policymaker who cares about racial justice. And it doesn’t have to come at the expense of public safety. Research shows longer public safety. Research shows longer

2. Shorten Overly Long Prison Sentences

Candidates for the presidency should also commit to reducing the sentences of those serving time for serious crimes.

A forthcoming Center proposal will apply the 2016 report cited above to the federal prison population and identify crimes for which incarceration should no longer be the default sentence. For example, more than 30,000 people are currently incarcerated in federal prison on charges related to either the trafficking of marijuana or lower-level supporting roles in the trafficking of more serious drugs. Many of these individuals could be sanctioned by probation or, in the case of those engaging in the drug trade to support their own addiction, substance abuse treatment. Another estimated 10,000 people in federal prison are incarcerated primarily for an immigration offense and could be instead placed on supervised release while their cases are pending. Enacting a sentencing reform bill that diverts these offenders — some 40,000 people, according to our preliminary estimates — into alternative sentences could immediately cut the federal prison population significantly and save money in the process without posing serious risks to public safety.

A candidate seeking to adopt this proposal could also count on broad support; our report outlining the proposal was endorsed by The New York Times and other leading papers. It is precisely the type of bold, signature policy solution that can define a presidential campaign.

Consensus is growing that these sentences are no longer necessary to preserve public safety. Research shows longer
prison sentences were not responsible for today’s generally low crime rates and may actually cause crime to increase.24 One reason for this is that America in general — and the federal system in particular — already incarcerates so many people that adding more has little additional effect on crime. Research by the Brennan Center, the Brookings Institution’s Hamilton Project, and the National Academy of Sciences all leads to this conclusion.24

The answer to the problem is simple: shorten sentences for federal crimes so they are proportional to underlying offenses, as recommended in the 2016 Brennan Center report mentioned above. Such a proposal should start with shortening sentences for two categories of federal offenders: people convicted of drug trafficking offenses and those convicted of nonviolent weapons offenses. People on average spend four to five years in prison for these crimes. Cautious sentencing reductions would reduce time served to an average of three to four years. This seemingly small change would have a significant effect: Around 90,000 people would receive shorter sentences immediately, and 26,000 of these — most approaching the end of their prison terms — would be eligible for release.

Polls have demonstrated broad support for eliminating mandatory minimum sentences entirely, with one state poll showing support especially strong among growing voter blocs, such as millennials, and key demographic groups like women of color.25 Over the past decade, 27 states have shown that it is possible to reduce incarceration while holding crime rates stable.26 This is a solution whose time has finally come.

Notably, if every state passed this proposal along with ending imprisonment entirely for lower-level offenses, the nationwide prison population could be safely reduced by 40 percent. The next president can lead a campaign to enact such changes at the federal level and encourage states to follow that example.

3. Pass a “Reverse” of the 1994 Crime Bill
The national prison population began growing rapidly in the 1970s, the outcome of a combination of policy choices that sent more people to prison for more time.27 Most of this growth occurred at the state level.28 But rather than tempering state efforts, the federal government helped accelerate them, offering grants to help fund more arrests, prosecutions, and imprisonment.

Washington, in other words, played an important fiscal and symbolic role in shaping the state policies responsible for mass incarceration. It should play an equally important role in reversing them.

Toward that end, the next president should encourage Congress to pass legislation to revise all federal grant programs that support local law enforcement efforts and ensure they are working in tandem to incentivize reductions in incarceration along with other criminal justice reforms. Such a “Reverse Mass Incarceration Act” could ensure that federal dollars encourage and expand on rather than undermine state and local efforts to build a fairer justice system.29

Federal dollars have helped buttress mass incarceration for years, most notoriously through the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.30 Otherwise known as the “1994 Crime Bill,” this legislation offered money to states that adopted harsher sentencing laws. Of the more than $3 billion that Congress appropriated to fund state incarceration efforts, $2.7 billion was distributed over a six-year period.31

While those grants expired in 2001, similar incentives persist today.32 For example, the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program (“Byrne JAG”) sends around $300 million to the states every year, using outdated performance measures that encourage rather than place a check on mass incarceration.33 And Byrne JAG funding is just a drop in the bucket. By our last estimate, Washington spends around $8.4 billion annually to support state and local justice systems — with many of those dollars allocated under outdated metrics designed to encourage arrest and incarceration.34

Operating as a symbolic “reverse” of the 1994 Crime Bill, the Reverse Mass Incarceration Act (RMIA) would rewrite all these grant programs and the statutory guidelines for awards, ensuring that receipt of federal dollars is contingent on modern-day criminal justice goals. Alternatively, such a bill could authorize a new grant stream to do the same.

Under these new guidelines, states would receive money for safely reducing incarceration while reducing crime rates or holding them steady, rather than for meeting outdated benchmarks like higher conviction rates. Specifically, to receive an award, states would be expected to decrease their prison population by 7 percent over a three-year period while reducing crime rates or holding them stable. While ambitious, this is an achievable goal: Seven percent is only slightly greater than the average annual reduction in states already cutting their imprisonment rate.35 And while the bill’s focus must be on reducing incarceration, keeping crime low must be part of its formula to ensure political and practical viability. The past decade has shown we can reduce crime and incarceration together; they are not incompatible goals. By setting targets rather than dictating policy, the bill would allow each state to choose its own path to achieve these goals.
One version of this legislation was introduced in the last Congress and would have authorized $20 billion over 10 years to support successful, innovative state criminal justice policies to reduce crime and incarceration. That bill was supported by a broad array of civil rights and criminal justice groups, including the ACLU, Center for American Progress, #Cut50, Fair & Just Prosecution, Justice Action Network, Just Leadership USA, NAACP, R Street Institute, Texas Public Policy Foundation, and formerly incarcerated activist Chandra Bozelko. The effort also received favorable media coverage in *The Atlantic*, *The New York Times*, Vox, and *The Washington Post*.

Some have argued that the RMIA could not singlehandedly achieve its stated goal of “reversing” mass incarceration. This is true: With 1.7 million people in prison nationwide, and 87 percent of them in state facilities, no single piece of legislation could accomplish such a sweeping goal. But the question that the RMIA seeks to answer is this: What can be done at the federal level to spur state reforms?

With criminal justice reform increasingly popular nationwide, these grants would provide just the nudge needed to spark broad change. Reorienting federal grant streams may not seem like a monumental step, and the dollars involved may not appear large enough to change state or local policy. But for many states this push would come at a vital time. Reducing the prison population is a broadly popular goal nationwide, as evidenced by the 35 states that have, since 2007, participated in a federally funded program aimed at developing policies that reduce imprisonment.

But the process of implementing these strategies can prove politically fraught. For example, in 2017, Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin introduced a package of bills aimed at reducing prison growth by 25 percent over 10 years, cutting the prison population an additional 7 percent, and saving the state almost $2 billion. Despite broad support, the bills failed at the 11th hour. And while a compromise package passed the next year, the reforms were less sweeping than originally intended. Oklahoma’s experience highlights the real need for additional incentives. The promise of federal funding to support state reform efforts could have made the difference, helping get the original legislation across the finish line.

History has shown that states respond to financial incentives. Placing new conditions on federal grants is the same tool the Trump administration used in 2017 to try to force so-called sanctuary jurisdictions into compliance with his immigration agenda. Backlash was intense — proving that federally-set funding goals matter to state decisionmakers. States have also used financial incentives to influence local policy. In 2009, California passed the California Community Corrections Performance Incentive Act, to provide funding to counties that reduced the number of people they sent to prison for violating probation. In two years, the number of felony probationers sent to prison dropped by 32 percent, saving the state roughly $284 million.

By encouraging state action, the RMIA could have a significant downstream effect. It is also smart politics. Scholars continue to debate whether the 1994 Crime Bill caused or even significantly contributed to the problem of mass incarceration. But this academic debate is beside the point for affected communities. Coming amid the prison boom of the 1990s, the 1994 Crime Bill is a powerful symbol of the era of mass incarceration, so potent that in 2016 its legacy cast a shadow over the presidential campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, and compelled former President Bill Clinton to express regret for the bill’s impacts. And recently, announcing his support for the FIRST STEP Act last year, President Trump took great pride in claiming to “roll back some of the provisions of the Clinton crime law that disproportionately harmed the African-American community.”

By championing the RMIA, the next president can symbolically turn the page on this era, inaugurating a new one in which the federal government works hand in hand with states to reduce incarceration. And they’ll have broad support while doing it.

Current levels of incarceration represent a national crisis that demands a response at every level of government. The RMIA provides that response through one of most powerful federal tools for influencing state behavior: the power of the purse.

### 4. Modernize Federal Clemency

The president’s constitutional authority to pardon or commute federal prison sentences is an essential feature of the federal justice system. Without “easy access” to executive clemency, wrote Alexander Hamilton in *The Federalist Papers*, “justice would wear a countenance too sanguinary and cruel.” More than 200 years later, though, presidents have gradually abdicated their responsibility to provide mercy to people convicted of federal crimes — just when it’s needed most.

The next president should reverse this trend. Previous Brennan Center reports have proposed streamlining the clemency process and using the power to commute the sentences of broad categories of offenders. But the clemency process’s flaws are fundamental, demonstrating
the need for structural change. Toward that end, the next president should take executive action to restructure and streamline federal clemency — and then use it to restore fairness to federal sentencing.

Clemency originally provided a more frequent check on draconian prison sentences. President Lincoln pardoned hundreds of soldiers and civilians, for example, and from Truman to Carter, presidents issued more than 100 clemency grants, on average, per year.\(^{51}\) But after Carter, executive grants of clemency slowed to a trickle.\(^{52}\) Coincidentally or not, this decline overlapped neatly with the birth of mass incarceration. Today, after a brief revitalization under President Obama, clemency in the Trump administration has become little more than a tool for rewarding loyal allies, with only an occasional apolitical recipient.\(^{53}\)

Politics offers one explanation for the decline of federal clemency. But structural issues are also a factor. Currently the clemency process is overseen by the Office of the Pardon Attorney, a U.S. Department of Justice component supervised by the deputy attorney general. But Justice Department officials, and especially the deputy attorney general, have a vested interest in preserving federal convictions. Giving the deputy attorney general authority over clemency essentially asks this person to second-guess the policies and decisions of his or her own department, posing an inherent and counterproductive conflict of interest.\(^{54}\)

To fix these problems and revitalize clemency, the next president should take two steps through executive action. First, she or he should issue an executive order to remove the clemency office from the Justice Department. Second, she or he should create an independent commission to advise the president on clemency, drawing on expertise from across the criminal justice field.

Though this was once a radical idea, progressive and conservative advocates now broadly agree that the Justice Department is ill suited for the doorkeeper role it plays in the federal clemency process.\(^{55}\) The changes we recommend could be executed quickly. The Office of the Pardon Attorney was created by executive order, and clemency authority can be transferred out of it and into another body just as easily.\(^{56}\)

The clemency process should be supervised and supported by an independent board or commission operating under the president’s authority, with final grants of clemency reviewed and approved by the president.\(^{57}\) This type of system, where the pardon power is exercised by an executive-appointed board, is currently used in Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, South Carolina, and Utah. The boards in these states issue pardons at regular intervals, and 30 to 60 percent of applicants get some form of relief — a very high rate compared with the federal system, likely due to the boards’ independence from politics.\(^{58}\) Commissioners could be drawn from a broad range of fields, such as sociology, criminology, and law professors, to ensure that clemency decisions are based on a full understanding of the justice system. In Connecticut, for example, the Board of Pardons & Paroles is composed of individuals from diverse backgrounds, ranging from the director of a homeless shelter to a former police chief. Each year it issues approximately 400 clemency grants—twice the number issued by President George W. Bush during his entire eight years in office.\(^{59}\) This expert guidance would help craft clemency grants that would then be submitted to the president for review.

With a revitalized pardon process, the next president can work to temper overly harsh prison sentences while negotiations on legislative solutions continue. As the lone individual entrusted with the power to unilaterally exercise the government’s mercy, the president has a responsibility to offer a helping hand.

5. Additional Solutions

Candidates can also consider the proposals below to address other problems in the criminal justice system and remedy specific injustices.

- **Fully fund the FIRST STEP Act.** As noted earlier, Congress passed an overhaul of the federal prison system in December 2018. Once implemented, portions of that act would offer incarcerated people significantly greater access to education, job training programs, and tools to help them overcome challenges that may have led them to prison in the first place.\(^{60}\) But the bill does not work on autopilot. The next administration — and the current president — must commit to ensuring its success. For one thing, while the FIRST STEP Act authorized the creation of recidivism reduction programs and allows the Justice Department to seek up to $75 million annually to carry them out, it does not actually fund these efforts itself.\(^{61}\) Congress must still directly appropriate the funds each year before the Bureau of Prisons can begin to spend them. Additionally, while the Act purports to reward prisoners for their participation by transferring them from prisons to residential reentry centers (or halfway houses), these centers lack the space to house new transfers.\(^{62}\) The next president can fix both these problems by insisting that future appropriations bills include adequate funding for prison reform initiatives. Specifically, the president should press Congress to include appropriations for FIRST STEP Act implementation in every budget and to
fully fund the expansion of residential reentry systems until the need is met.

- **End the ban on federal college grants for prisoners.** The 1994 Crime Bill is justly criticized for encouraging states to build and fill new prisons. But the harmful role it played in cutting off prison education programs has received less attention. By making incarcerated people ineligible for Pell Grants, a common type of financial aid to attend college, the legislation caused prison enrollment in college programs to plummet, dropping by almost half in the first year after implementation. In 2015, the Pell Grant ban was partially relaxed by a pilot program that allows people incarcerated at some facilities access to grants. The next president should take the next step and ask Congress to end this ban outright. Education is a proven method for reducing recidivism and will ensure that people return to their communities ready to build a new life. Recent research by the Vera Institute and the American Enterprise Institute confirms these findings.

- **Abolish money bail.** Setting bail is the practice of holding people charged with crimes in jail before trial unless they pay a certain amount of money. Fifty years ago, President Lyndon Johnson largely abolished cash bail at the federal level, calling it “archaic” and “unjust.” Even so, federal courts sometimes still require unsecured bail bonds — where defendants agree to forfeit a certain amount of money if they fail to appear for trial — and many states continue to use cash bail. The time is right for change. We now know that money bail in any form disproportionately hurts the working class and communities of color, and that cash bail can even lead to people pleading guilty to crimes they didn’t commit. Ending bail nationwide requires state action, but the federal government can help lead the way. One model for that action is the No Money Bail Act of 2018, which would prohibit the use of bail in any form in federal courts and provide incentive funding for states to do the same. The Act calls for states to base pretrial release decisions on public safety rather than wealth. The next president can champion similar legislation and could count on bipartisan support if he or she does so.

- **End federal prohibition on marijuana.** Two-thirds of Americans broadly support legalizing marijuana, and consensus is growing in Congress, too. The federal government has two options for meeting this demand. First, it could clarify that federal marijuana laws do not apply in states that have legalized the drug. The Republican-led Respect State Marijuana Laws Act of 2017, introduced in the last Congress, would accomplish that goal. Alternatively, the next president could choose to support a bolder strategy and advocate for an end to the federal prohibition on marijuana. Several bills would accomplish this goal, such as the Marijuana Freedom and Opportunity Act and the similar Marijuana Justice Act, which would also incentivize state legalization efforts.

- **Reverse the incentives of federal prosecutors.** The next president will wield considerable influence over how the Department of Justice operates during her or his tenure. But the past two years have shown just how fleeting such administrative changes can be. To make a more permanent shift, the next president should call on Congress to overhaul how federal prosecutors operate. Currently, federal prosecutors are promoted and rewarded on the basis of how many convictions and prison sentences they secure. There is broad agreement that those incentives need to shift. In cities as diverse as Houston and Philadelphia, voters have elected progressive prosecutors committed to rethinking imprisonment and its overuse. The next president should spearhead a national effort to change how prosecutors operate, by calling on Congress to create a program that would provide bonus funds to U.S. Attorneys’ offices that reduce incarceration, crime, and recidivism in their districts. Similar incentives have successfully changed behavior at the state and county levels. Major legislation like this would more permanently change the Department of Justice, establishing a firewall against future regressive attorneys general. It would also encourage states to adopt similar funding structures for local prosecutors — one more way for Washington to support the national movement for prosecutorial reform.

- **Provide a national response to the opioid crisis.** The Trump administration has taken some steps to confront the opioid crisis, from declaring a national emergency to signing the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act, which will help expand treatment options for people struggling with addiction. But with more than 70,000 overdose deaths each year, it is not enough. And some responses could make the problem worse. First and foremost, the next president should listen to the experts and commit to vetoing any effort to resurrect the “war on drugs” rather than treatment as a response to the opioid crisis. Next, current law does not appropriate enough money to truly meet the need for addiction treatment. The next president should confront this challenge by asking Congress to provide additional funding. The next president should also advocate for states to ex-
Executive Actions for Day One

The next president should commit to making the sweeping changes outlined above to reduce mass incarceration. But these changes will take time, and candidates for the presidency should also commit to taking steps on Day One through executive action.

- **Repeal draconian, Sessions-era law enforcement directives.** During his time as attorney general, Jeff Sessions broke with the bipartisan consensus for criminal justice reform in several key ways. He repealed an Obama-era order that directed prosecutors to seek lower sentences for lower-level drug offenders when appropriate, and instead instructed federal prosecutors to seek the most serious charge possible in every case. He also repealed another directive that offered some modicum of respect for state marijuana laws. Candidates can commit to instructing their attorney general to reverse these actions, among others.

- **End federal private prisons.** In the waning days of the Obama administration, then-Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates directed the federal Bureau of Prisons to wind down, and eventually terminate, its use of private prisons. Yates cited serious concerns about the safety of inmates and corrections officers in private prisons. Sessions repealed the Yates directive almost immediately after his confirmation. Since then, evidence that private prisons are badly run and more prone to violence has only grown, to say nothing of the concern that private prisons create financial incentives that perpetuate mass incarceration. The next president can meet these challenges by promising, as soon as possible, to reinstate the Yates Memorandum or, better yet, by committing to an even faster wind-down of federal private prisons. Alternatively, a more moderate approach would involve changing the financial incentives of private prisons, insisting that they reduce recidivism and meet safety goals to preserve their contracts.

- **Change federal prosecutor incentives.** As an alternative to legislation to change prosecutor behavior through financial incentives, the president can achieve a similar result through executive action. The president can direct the attorney general to change how the Justice Department evaluates U.S. Attorney Offices and how prosecutors are evaluated and promoted. Metrics, as laid out in a 2014 Brennan Center report, *Federal Prosecution for the 21st Century*, should include measurable reductions in crime and recidivism rather than increases in convictions and prison sentences. Such a change to prosecution practices could cut imprisonment and save between $10 billion and $20 billion over 10 years.

- **Revitalize the Sentencing Commission.** The U.S. Sentencing Commission both provides vital research on the federal justice system and helps set sentencing policy. Sentencing guideline amendments issued by the commission can have a significant impact. For example, one amendment from 2014 led to the “largest one-time release of federal prisoners” ever, with nearly 10,000 people benefiting. Unfortunately, the terms of two commissioners recently expired, leaving the Commission with five out of seven seats vacant. Without a quorum of four members, the Commission cannot issue new guidance, jeopardizing the body’s ability to improve fairness in federal sentencing. Worse, President Trump’s prior nominees to the Commission held archaic views on criminal justice, and if confirmed would have turned the Commission into an anti-reform body. The next president should reverse course by nominating commissioners who believe in building a fairer justice system, leading to a fully staffed Commission that can effectively do its job. Notably, while the commission must by law include people from different political parties, there is no shortage of people from across the political spectrum who support criminal justice reform.

- **Use clemency to reduce unfair sentences.** Even before restructuring the clemency process, the next president can use his or her power to commute the sentences of people left behind by the FIRST STEP Act. Originally, all parts of the FIRST STEP Act would have been retroactive, to ensure that no one remained stuck in prison serving a sentence that Congress had just determined was unfair. But retroactivity for several provisions was removed from the Act during the compromise process, meaning around 3,700 people are still serving time under outdated laws. Previous Brennan Center proposals have advocated for a “categorical” use of the clemency power, where the president systematically commutes the sentences of nearly all offenders who meet certain criteria, to solve such problems. The same solution should be adopted here. Such use of the clemency power will help restore faith in the justice system and set the tone as the president weighs how to truly revolutionize executive clemency.
Conclusion

With racial and economic inequality front and center in the national debate, leaders aspiring to the Oval Office must articulate a clear, ambitious vision for building a more just society. Candidates will likely disagree over the most direct path toward that goal. But ending mass incarceration remains an essential component of any vision for a stronger American society. Reducing our unacceptably high prison population will strengthen communities, reinvigorate the economy, and address continuing racial disparities in our justice system.

That means developing a comprehensive criminal justice platform should be an early goal for any candidate hoping to demonstrate a commitment to racial and economic justice. Considering the broad popularity of reducing incarceration, candidates must think big or risk being forgotten by the wayside in the contentious election season. Half measures won’t meet the need or the urgency of this moment. But the solutions proposed in this report will.
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